Abstract
Introduction
Machine learning methods are commonly and successfully used for information retrieval (IR) tasks. The large majority of research work in IR domain is dedicated to the extraction of information from web pages, mails, news and typically short and unstructured type of digital content (see for instance [1] ). A specific challenge for unsupervised information extraction lies in the domain of scholarly papers [2] . This challenge is related to the development of autonomous digital libraries in academia domain [3] . Spider systems like Citeseer 4 , Google Scholar 5 or Rexa 6 crawl the web seeking for scientific papers. Crawled papers are available in the Web (either freely, as self-published articles, or in commercial digital libraries) and the extracted metadata information can help to categorize the documents while simplifying and enhancing users' searches. After crawling and retrieving, usually papers are in PDF and PS format. Thus they are first parsed and converted to a text format. Then relevant metadata (e.g. title, authors, citations, etc.) are extracted and finally documents are properly analyzed (e.g. ranked, classified, etc). With the exponential growth of the quantity of available information (millions of scientific journal papers, proceeding, workshops or book chapters per year), documents' processing cannot be done any longer manually. To achieve unsupervised (or at least semi-unsupervised) information extraction, classification and categorization processes, machine learning techniques are often used. The task of information extraction from scholarly papers can be separated into two broad cases:
(i) recognition of information which is structurally present inside the body of the scientific paper (e.g. authors, mails, institutions, venues, title of a paper, keywords and/or key-phrases assigned by authors, abstract etc.);
(ii) extraction of information which is implicitly present in the paper but there is no guarantee that (this information) is located inside a document: for example the extraction of a number of generic topics /categoriesnot explicitly assigned by the authors -from a full text of a document.
In this paper, we focus on the second, more challenging type of information extraction, i.e. extraction of implicit information. In particular, we present some novel use of Support Vector Machine (SVM) training method in combination with the Stanford Natural Language Processing (NLP) parser for the unsupervised key-phrases extraction from scientific documents in Computer Science domain. The Stanford NLP parser is able to define not only part of speech like verb or noun, but also more deep relations between tokens like noun phrase, verb phrase etc. [4] . Another conceptual contribution of the present paper is the treatment of each document text not just as a bag of words, as normally done in state-of-the-art key-phrases extraction system like KEA (see Section 2 for more details on KEA). In fact, we use both the structure of the document, and the fact that every word may be a different part of speech in different contexts -which is successfully captured by Stanford lexical NLP parser -and represented as a label following the approach proposed in the Penn Treebank Project [5] . In this approach, skeletal parses, i.e. a bank of linguistic labels and syntactic relations, are produced capturing rough syntactic information.
In the following, we present in Section 2 a brief review of the state of the art in the domain and a discussion of relevant related work. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the dataset used in our experiments. The entire used dataset has been collected (crawled from the web, mainly from Citeseer) and processed (converted from PDF to text, parsed and later analyzed) in a completely autonomous (unsupervised) manner. We are sharing the prepared dataset through the Internet 7 , and we welcome the interested communities to use it as benchmarking set to test different information extraction approaches. Section 4 presents the details of the proposed extraction methodology, specific feature set and text processing tasks. We present our preliminary but encouraging results in Section 5 and in Section 6 we compare them with the state-of-the-art system KEA [6] . Section 7 is devoted to the conclusions and discussion of future work.
Related Work
In the case of recognition of information which is structurally present inside the body of a scientific paper, most information is -with high probability -situated in the top part of each document (header section, first page, etc.). Moreover, there are typically a limited number of patterns for describing such information, i.e. templates of conferences of journals. So the corpus for such investigations is typically a set of headers for a given set of documents. A corpus of this type was firstly proposed by Seymore, et al. [7] and is freely available on the web 8 . One of the best methods for such specific pattern recognition and information extraction is Support Vector Machines (SVM) training. It was used in [2] [7] , were performed under the same public dataset 8 composed of 500 training headers and 5000 testing headers of scientific papers. The abovementioned results are so far the best in the domain. All approaches above [2] , [7] , [8] focus on the recognition of information that is structurally inside the document header's text.
A different and challenging task is the information extraction, where the goal is to extract information which is implicit. For example, when we need to extract the keywords/key-phrases from a full text of a document and we do not know where and even if they are inside a document or not. To tackle this kind of problem, we can use methods like the one implemented in the system Keyphrase Extraction Algorithm (KEA) [6] : KEA uses a classifier based on Bayes' theorem to classify words of documents (preferably from the same domain) as keywords/key-phrases or not. The most recent results reported by KEA team show 13% for Precision and 12% for Recall [9] in the assignment of key-phrases to generic web pages. This result is very similar to be a state of the art in unsupervised statistical TFxIDF-based key-phrases extraction. Usage of domain specific and controlled vocabularies may improve the result up 28.3% for Recall and 26.1% for Precision as reported in [9] .
Another interesting approach has been suggested by Tourney using GenEx algorithm [10] . GenEx is based on a combination of parametrized heuristic rules and genetic algorithms. The approach provides nearly the same precision and recall as KEA. In a more recent work [1] , the author applies web-querying techniques to get additional information from the Internet as background knowledge to improve the results. This method has some disadvantage, since web-mining for information and parsing of responses is a heavy operation, which is inconvenient for digital libraries, where we have to deal with a large (millions) number of documents. Moreover, the authors measure the results through the average number of correctly found phrases vs. total number of extracted phrases. In this approach Precision varies from 0% to 25% with unknown recall.
In the recent works A. Hulth et al. took into account domain [11] and linguistic [12] knowledge in the search of the relevant key-phrases. In particular [11] used thesaurus trying to get domain knowledge. Recall reported in this work is very low, namely just 4-6%. Paper [12] introduced heuristic related to part-of-speech usage, and proposed training based on 3 standard KEA features plus one linguistic feature. Authors reported relatively good results (F-Measure up to 33.9%). However, it is hard to compare them with others results due to the strong specificity of the used data set: short abstract with in average 120 tokens where around 10% of all words in the proposed set were key-phrases.
A recent interesting work in regard to the application of linguistic knowledge to the specific problem is reported in [13] . The authors used WordNet 9 and "lexical chains", structures based on synonyms and antonyms notions. Then, they applied decision trees as a machine learning part and applied it on ca. 50 documents (journal articles) as the training set and 25 documents as the testing set. They reported interesting high precision -up to 45% of recognition -but without any mention about recall, which makes complex any comparisons with other results.
Other machine learning technique, i.e. least square Support Vector Machine [14] produces interesting results. Namely 21.0% for Precision and 23.7% for Recall in the analysis of web mined scientific papers. However, also in this case the described experiments are limited to a relative small testing dataset, namely just 40 manually collected scientific papers.
First steps towards the assignment of key-phrases to the documents that do not contain any key-phrase inside were performed by Turney in [15] . At present, this cannot be done purely with the help of instance learning methods. To make key-phrases assignment feasible in this challenging case, Turney proposed to find semantic relationships between phrases, which may improve the performance of key phrases recognition. But in this case there is a big question about the validity of the result. If a key-phrase is not assigned by an author or expert, who is able to state that it is indeed a key-phrase?
Many of the techniques presented above, may be applied in combination with other ones, for example with our proposed one, in order to enhance the final result.
Dataset description
In our research, we have used a set of scientific papers in the computer science domain and presented in the ACM portal. Full texts for the dataset were crawled automatically by Citeseer autonomous digital library. For the purpose of our investigations (i.e. key-phrases extraction from digital scientific papers), we need to separate two different categories of key-phrases: 1. Assigned by author(s) and located inside each document before the abstract and after the prefix "Keywords:" 2. Editor/Reviewer assigned key-phrases: manually assigned or revised with high quality by human experts in a particular domain. From a general point of view, both types of keyphrases are of interest. Herein, we have focused only on the (more challenging) second type of key-phrases. It is interesting to note, that in our collection of crawled documents, 95% do not contain author's assigned keywords. For the purpose of our investigation, we have removed the author's assigned keywords in the remaining 5% to obtain a uniform dataset. Our final dataset contains 400 documents with editor assigned key-phrases. It is important to note that we have selected the above dataset so that all of the selected documents contain at least one of the experts' assigned key-phrase in the full text of a document. All of the considered documents are published in the 2002-2005 period. On average a document has around 7 assigned key-phrases. Figure 1 shows the distribution including all possible key-phrases repetitions.
We have also directly analyzed our set for the distribution of existing key-phrases inside the full text of each document. The distribution of unique found key-phrases in the dataset is shown in Figure 2 . Table 1 summarizes some relevant statistic on key-phrases in the dataset. As expected, the average number of key-phrases in a document is much lower than the number of all other words and phrases. Thus, the selected dataset is strongly unbalanced in the ratio between key-phrases and general phrases present in the document. This unbalance is a realistic characteristic for a standard set of documents in a digital library.
Experimental methodology 4.1 Preprocessing
Before any extraction task, document texts need to be preprocessed, in order to assure a reasonable quality of the extraction [16] . Preprocessing includes tokenization, refinement, stemming, and recognizing separate blocks inside the article, i.e. Title, Abstract, Section Headers, Reference Section, Body etc.
Tokenization. In the present work we have used the tokenizer embedded into the Stanford NLP suite [4] with some additional heuristics. After recognizing the tokens and the sentences, we build phrases based upon them. For example from the sentence "general establishment scheme can perform fast" our phrase tokenizer will make 8 key-phrase candidates, namely:
"general", "general establishment", "general establishment scheme", "establishment", "establishment scheme", "scheme" "perform fast", "fast".
There can be several heuristics behind key-phrases construction. In our approach, we have considered and applied the following two simple heuristics: 1. In a key-phrase two tokens cannot be separated by a verb in the case the verb is included in the stopword list (please see the above sample with stopword modal verb "can").
2. The end of a sentence indication symbol cannot separate a key-phrase. Usually such symbols are ".","!", "?"). This means that the parts of a key-phrase cannot be located simultaneously in two sentences. Refinement. Stopwords that do not carry relevant meaning (for example "a", "the", "also", "as", "at", but also specific verbs like "can", "do", "could", "would" etc) are not allowed to participate in phrase construction. Moreover, all Unicode symbols except Latin letters, "-" and "'" cannot participate in phrase construction. We have used the list of English language stopwords compiled in the WEKA system [17] . Stemming. To avoid stemming issues -same word written in different forms -we have also used snowball stemmer 10 (which is embedded into KEA [6] ).
Selection of the features set for SVM training
The central and most critical step of all information extraction approaches is the selection of a proper feature space. There are a large number of possible features that may be used for accurate information extraction. Moreover, their characteristics are strongly domain dependent. For example in Turney's work on the extraction of key-phrases from generic text [10] , he proposed the following feature set: I) Number of words in the phrase, II) Frequency of key-phrase occurrence, III) First occurrence of a key-phrase or position in text, IV) Term frequency of each of the words in a phrase, V) Relative length of a phrase, VI) Noun, adjective, verb presence in a phrase.
This standard set may be enlarged as is done in Han et al [2] , by considering also: I) The number of line where a key-phrase is found, II) Features related to the presence of a word in a dictionary, III) The content of each line, quantity of digits in a line etc.
In our approach, we propose the following feature set, as detailed in Table 2 . Features 1) and 2) are common ones and they are widely used in most information extraction systems. Less traditional features that we used are: 3) the length of a phrase, used in [2] , and 4), the part of a text, successfully used in [14] . The most important features, are numbered in Table 2 from 5) to 10). They represent the linguistic knowledge about each token in a phrase. 5), 7) and 9) are labels assigned by POS (part-ofspeech) tagger to each of the tokens in a phrase. Stanford NLP Parser [4] uses Penn Treebank [5] label definitions.
Penn Treebank is a large storage built upon 4.5 millions of American English words. Each of those words may be tagged as a different part of speech by 36 possible tags. Beside POS tagging Stanford NLP parser provides linguistic relationships between parts of a sentence. So each sentence may be represented as a tree, where each token inside may have tree-based depth. Such depth is captured as a feature in Table 2 (see features 6), 8), 10)). If a phrase has just one token, features 7)-10) are equal to zero (that implicitly captures the quantity of tokens in a phrase).
According to Table 2 , our final features' set contains 10 features. The proposed features set was based on the following heuristic: we seek for key-phrases in the title, references and sections headers parts only. On the other hand, we compute TF and IDF features using the full text. The above simplification was done to limit computational complexity: in our case a paper has, on average ca. 3000 words and it may be split into ca. 9000 phrases. Just for only 100 documents, the number of features will grow up drastically to a million of vectors. It is very important to note, that we do not consider a paper's text as a bag of words, since each of the words may occur in several parts of a document as a different part of speech, for example as a noun or as a verb, or as a part of a different lexical structure, for example VP (verb phrase) or PP (prepositional phrase) etc., [5] .
Result's assessment methodology
There are 3 main measures of performance of information extraction: I) Precision, II) Recall, III) FMeasure. Let us define 3 sets of extracted information. Set A is the key-phrases that are not recognized as keyphrases. Set B is the correctly recognized key-phrases, and set C is the phrases incorrectly recognized as keyphrases. So according to the definition of A, B and C the precision P, the recall R and the F-measure F can be defined as follows:
In the following, we will use the above-defined values to determine and compare the performance of our method. It is important to note, that our assessment is performed comparing the set of extracted key-phrases per document with the set assigned by human experts for the same document (i.e. these are available through ACM portal). Moreover, we consider P, R, F just for unique key-phrases occurrence. For example if a recognized key-phrase "web service" occurs in a text 10 times, it would be taken into account only once when computing P, R, F values.
SVM+NLP method
In order to assess our proposed approach, hereafter referred to as SVM+NLP method, we have prepared and run several experiments. We have separated the selected dataset (described in Section 3) into 4 equal sets: I) Training Set (TRS), II) Test Set (TS), III) Evaluation Set 1 (ES1) and IV) Evaluation set 2 (ES2). Training set (TRS) and testing set (TS) are used for tuning SVM parameters and for 2-folder cross-validation. Then independent evaluation on the remaining evaluations sets (ES1) and (ES2) have been performed, in order to obtain a first rough estimate of the dispersion of our results. As a selection criteria for the all sets we have chosen the year of publication, thus (TRS), (TS), (ES1), (ES2) have the same quantity of papers published in a given year x.
For the implementation of the SVM, we use LIBSVM [18] .
All of datasets (TRS), (TS), (ES1), (ES2) contain exactly 100 of documents and approximately 45000-50000 of constructed vectors per each. For our specific non-linear extraction problem 11 , we have used the Gaussian RBF kernel [18] in the form:
Therefore, the parameters for tuning are: γ and C.
Both tuning ranges are identical, i.e. } 2 ,.., 2 { ,
The result of the tuning phase for 2-folder crossvalidation has provided as optimal values: γ =16, C=34.
For the evaluation experiments, we have used the remaining documents in the datasets (ES1), (ES2) which were initially separated from the training sets. In order to improve the analysis of our approach (selected feature set, use of domain and linguistic knowledge) and to better access the method's performance, we have performed a series of runs.
In the first series we have taken into account all the possible key-phrases from 1 to 3 tokens generated by the SVM. We focus on this range of token's length because in our datasets the majority (ca. 91%) of the assigned keyphases falls in this category. Moreover, this is also the threshold for tokens per extracted phrases used in KEA algorithm. This is our baseline experiment and will be compared with KEA approaches in the next section. The results of the proposed SVM+NLP approach are collected in Table 3 . In order to explore which part of the proposed SVM+NLP approach has the biggest impact on the final key-phrase recognition precision and recall, we have carried out some more specific experiment. In particular, by omitting the main NLP features (i.e. features listed from 5) to 10) in Table 2 ), we have obtained significantly poorer results, namely P~10.8%, R~7.4%, therefore measuring the relevant impact of the proposed usage of the linguistic knowledge embedded in the selected linguistic features.
In other experiments, we search for key-phrases in the complete full text (not only in title, references and sections headers, like in the proposed approach). In these experiments, we observed improvements in the Precision but decrease in the Recall and in the F-Measure (ca. 5% for F). We believe that this data supports our heuristic about narrowing the search area to specific parts of the document while maintaining the computation of TF and IDF features using full text.
The last series of experiments is focused on the extraction of the most relevant key-phrases. Key-phrases longer than 1-token are usually more descriptive. If we restrict our extraction to 2 and 3-token key-phrases, the results are: 26.3% for F-measure for ES1 and 26.8% for F-measure for ES2. We believe that this important improvement reflects that some one-token phrases present in our dataset -and assigned by humans -are very generic and do not carry interesting meaning. For example, we have the following keywords: "scheme", "layers", "delay", "fault" etc. that humans assigned as key-phrases in our dataset. Without the use of domain specific and controlled vocabularies, these single token key-phrases are not distinguishable from other more relevant keywords. So we expect, as in the case of KEA [9] , that the use of a controlled vocabulary will also increase the performance of our approach.
KEA training
In order to compare our approach with a state-of-theart key-phrase extraction system we have selected KEA [6] . KEA is relatively simple and we have used it as a black box with limited parameters tuning. The goal here is to perform training and evaluation on the same sets of documents as we have used for SVM+NLP learning.
KEA training includes two initial steps. I) All full texts should be placed into the files named "id.txt". II) All according key-phrases should be put into files named "id.key". All texts and key-phrases are stored in UTF-8 encoding. We use the same training set (TRS) for training and the same (ES1) and (ES2) sets for evaluation as well as the same results' assessment methodology as described in Section 4.3.
It is important to note that KEA algorithm uses a threshold parameter q to define the maximum number of extracted key-phrases. Results for KEA extraction for different values of the threshold parameter are reported in Table 4 .
The results for the default value q=5 show relatively low Precision, but rather high Recall. The overall FMeasure is a relatively good result-in line with general KEA extraction results from generic web pages [9] -but however lower than the SVM-NLP results.
Decreasing the parameter (q=3) improves the overall results: higher precision, lower recall but better overall Fmeasure. However this trend does not continue by an even smaller threshold of q=2. KEA results present the following critical characteristics: 1. Precision and Recall have a high dispersion (from 65% up to 323%) for all investigated thresholds and evaluation sets, while the proposed SVM+NLP approach presents more uniform behavior (see Table 3 ); 2. all computed values (P, R and F) are set dependant: in Table 4 we see up to ca. 29% deviation in F-measure in the two sets; in comparison the SVM+NLP approach is more stable (deviation less than 1,5%); 3. the proposed SVM+NLP approach always outperforms KEA recognition performance: using the Fmeasure as a good comparison parameter the proposed approach improves -on the same dataset -on state-ofthe-art Bayesian learning system KEA from a minimum 27% to a maximum 77% depending on the selected threshold and evaluation set.
On the other hand, KEA maintains some positive characteristics, namely: 1. relatively faster overall computation speed and reduced time for data pre-processing; 2. a probability-based approach to extract key-phrases, which allows the tuning of the threshold to improve the overall results.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have described and analyzed a novel information extraction method, that we have named SVM+NLP -based on a combination of a specific learning method (SVM), distinct kernel (non linear RBF kernel), linguistic knowledge obtained using the Stanford NLP Parser, and characteristic feature set -aiming at capturing both the specific (scientific) document structure and the mined linguistic knowledge. The proposed method shows promising results on completely unsupervised key-phrases extraction from scientific papers. We do believe it may be a basis for an efficient and precise unsupervised key-phase extraction system; a system much needed for in the management of digital content in entirely autonomous digital libraries.
We have performed a detailed evaluation of the performance of the proposed method by comparison with human assigned key-phrases. The evaluation shows good precision of extraction (in the range ~20-27%) with nearly the same Recall and therefore good overall F-Measure. Moreover, we have compared our results with other approach i.e. KEA, for the same dataset and assessment methodology. The proposed SVM+NLP approach improves on state-of-the-art Bayesian learning system KEA from a minimum 27 % to a maximum 77% depending on the selected threshold and evaluation set One limitation of the present work (and of all the works based on the instance learning) is in the assumption of the presence of the searched key-phrases inside the documents (assumption that has been used in the construction of our dataset). Indeed, our learning method cannot find (without additional supporting knowledge) a specific key-phrase in a document when the document does not contain at least one instance of the key-phrase. To tackle also such challenging key-phrase assignment task one needs to take into account documents or key-phrases similarities. For example one may forecast that documents with similar topic may have similar keyphrases. Alternatively, we have to move from syntactic to semantic relations between words in order to access (implicitly) related key-phrases.
We believe that the proposed hybrid (SVM+NLP) approach may be also valid with different and more specific datasets like emails, news, abstracts, web pages etc. The validation of this assumption will be our immediate future work. The other main direction of work is the use of the unsupervised key-phrases extraction to support the automatic faceted classification of scientific documents in a given Digital Library in order to enhance the final users search, navigation and retrieval tasks.
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